M XSYS

FOR DRY CONCENTRATE
IN LIQUID BLENDING
The MIXSYS by Free Form Plastics is a cone bottom mixing tank that is
designed to allow creation of custom blends whether liquid or solid (dry
concentrate) (like Agrotain). Dumping large bulk bags/containers can be very
difficult with a regular tank, but the MIXSYS is set up with a large 60” x 60”
opening, ladder and plumbing to make it simple!
4 HD 10° cone bottom tank allows for complete drainage.
4 HD cone stand for easy and safe transporting.
4 Cone bottom stands and cone bottom tanks available in 1500, 2000 and
2500 imp gal sizes.
4 Easily secured to a trailer.
4 Custom fabricated extra large tank top opening, with lid, to allow easy
fills with bulk containers.
4 Heavy-duty metal ladder.
4 Agitation fittings installed for quick and easy mixing of your products.

PUMPS: There are 2 options of pumps to choose from to compliment your MIXSYS and create a very functional and compact system. One is a 6.5 hp Honda with a
Wet Seal Banjo pump rated at 293 GPM or a 13 hp electric start Honda with Hypro pump displacing 440 gpm. Both pumps would come installed on a powder coated
frame with plumbing to allow the unit to draw into the tank to fill, recirculate product in the tank and mix as well as unload the tank. The plumbing also allows it to
be used to circulate product in storage tanks.

VARIOUS TANKS
14 IMPERIAL GALLON
EMERGENCY RINSE TANK

12 IMPERIAL GALLON
CONE BOTTOM TANK

414 imp. gal. (16.8 U.S. gal.)

412 imp. gal. (14.4 U.S. gal.)

421" total height

419" diameter

4Bottom is 10" high, top is 11" high

416-½" height

4Bottom is 13" wide x 18- /4" long
4Top step is 15" wide x 20-3/4" long

412" lid
43/4" fitting

22 IMPERIAL GALLON
CONE BOTTOM TANK

83 IMPERIAL GALLON
TANK

422 imp. gal. (26.4 U.S. gal.)

483 imp. gal. (99.7 U.S. gal.)

422-¼" diameter

430" width

421-¼" height

430” height

412" lid

448” long

43/4" fitting

48" lid
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